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PROGRAM
Tactile | Spaces is sponsored by Jayne Swanson.

Carlos Matallana | Ben LaMar Gay
Lapsus

In Lapsus, artist Carlos Matallana and composer Ben LaMar Gay observe
–instead of patterns– the
spaces in between them: the
repetitive divisions that
interrupt a line, or define a
beat's closing or opening. Their
vehicle is the mouth: mouths
that surround us among family
and friends, each of them
unique, either still or
gesticulating.

“In regards to the form we
–instead of patterns– are
observing the spaces in
between them. These repetitive
divisions that interrupt a line, or
define a beat's closing/opening.

Our vehicle will be the mouth,
our mouth, any mouth for that
matter, those that surround us among family and friends, each of them seem
very unique either still or gesticulating. They will tell us a story of voluntary
death, the life-in-despair and death-in-excess, swapped for life-in-excess and
death-in-despair. Each of these mental states linked by events that trigger
and define these patterns.

Conceptually, the dialogue between sound and visuals would serve as
reflective space for the audience to think about these spaces linking their own
mundane routines.” - Carlos Matallana & Ben LaMar Gay

http://afancyname.com/
https://3arts.org/artist/ben-lamar-gay/


Yoonshin Park | Jonathan Hannau
A River is Found on the Other End

In A River is Found on the
Other End, composer
Jonathan Hannau starts
with a paper cadenza:
shredding, tearing, and
manipulating paper; until a
solitary note finds its
voice, and a lush melody
guides a lone traveler to
the end of a river. Artist
Yoonshin Park translates
the soundscapes into
colors, lines, and forms
that resonate the
dynamics and density of
the sound.

"Beginning with a crinkling
cadenza of paper
material, a solitary note
eventually finds its voice
through quiet colors. This
note bends around
looking for the “river”,
eventually finding the
source. A lush melody ebbing and flowing takes over and guides our lone
traveler to the end of the river." - Jonathan Hannau

In response to the sound component of this project, the visual process
focuses on translating abstract soundscapes with elements gathered from
threads of conversation: corresponding colors, lines, and forms resonating the
dynamics and density of the sound structure. This imaginary walk traces a
long path to the river." - Yoonshin Park

https://www.jonathanhannau.com/
https://www.yoonshinpark.com/


Michelle Nordmeyer | Andrew McManus
Work with Whatchya Got | whatchya got [Sweet Water prints]

Artist Michelle Nordmeyer made Work with Whatchya Got in pandemic
lockdown, using found-objects to express the idea of “limitation.” Composer
Andrew McManus responds with a “feather”, echoing the tactile quality of the
visual objects, where a feather becomes a slowly blossoming, misshapen
chorale for muted violins.

“This print, this project, this past year....
Everything about this print changed from when we first sat down in 2019 at the Sweet
Water Foundation until we finished in late 2020. We had talked about our work, about

disenfranchisement,
about building a path
within limitations, the
hope and belief in a
beautiful world. That
conversation became a
candle in the dark for
me, a touchstone
transporting me back to
the rooted and everyday
quality of my work at
Sweet Water. Andrew
provided some
soundtrack for the
process, works by
Nathalie Joachim and
Tyshawn Sorey.
Nathalie’s music
especially resonated
with me. It felt so joyful,
powerful, deep, and
light.

https://andrewmcmanusmusic.com/


Titled ‘Work with Whatchya Got ’, the resulting visual piece is a 7-layer
screenprint. The images were sourced from direct prints of found objects. I’ve
included photos of the original prints, and you can see a loss of detail and
subtlety from the original to the screen. Keeping in mind our thoughts on having
to work without, I intentionally made some layers hard to print, producing small
differences between copies in the edition. This became a lockdown print. The
Styrofoam left by a resident artist, from a toy brought to occupy a child, the
rhubarb leaf, the grounding quality of gardening while also mimicking the layout
of a city – pathways, roadways, airways- highlighting a lung shape (misshape);
the crow feather – freedom, sentience, joy, and mourning; the crushed cans and
lid, remnants of lives lived, the seal and plaque on a memorial to our everyday;
and a modern ‘tin can phone’ with plastic bottles, the fraught and incomplete
communication through distance.” - Michelle Nordmeyer

“Everything changed over the course of this long process for me as well. As I
got to know Michelle’s art, her work at Sweet Water, and the construction of
the print, I began to sketch out ways to represent the stories behind the
visceral, tactile quality of the many materials used to construct the print. One
of these sketches is “feather”, a slowly blossoming, misshapen chorale for four
muted violins that never quite align in rhythm, motive or timbre. There is a
tactile beauty in their lyrical ascent, just as in the freedom, sentience, joy, and
mourning of the print’s crow feather. Feather will be combined with highly
distinct sketches for other instruments that capture the vivid qualities of other
layers of the print.” - Andrew McManus



Susan Giles | Amy Wurtz
home | EMOME

The collaboration between composer Amy Wurtz and artist Susan Giles
explores memory and gesture situated in recollections of the idea of
"home." Using the same source material of a recorded story and gestures
of a member of a choir for senior citizens with early-stage memory loss,

the artists
develop dual
works that
bring into
focus the
ways
movement
and sound
are
connected to
memory,
place and
emotion.

https://www.amywurtz.com/
https://www.susangiles.net/
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Allen Tinkham, Music Director
Allen Tinkham is increasingly recognized as one of the most
inspiring and exciting conductors and teachers of his generation.
He is hailed by the Chicago Tribune as both a conductor and
teacher, described as working “wonders” as one of the most
important "educators, mentors and inspirational guides in the
training of tomorrow's orchestral professionals” and defined by his
“communicative” conducting producing “an adrenalin rush of
superior playing.”

Under his leadership as the longtime Music Director of the Chicago
Youth Symphony Orchestras (CYSO), both the Chicago Tribune and

Chicago Sun Times have described performances by the CYSO Symphony Orchestra as
"professional level,"and under his baton, the Chicago Tribune has noted his “impressive”
conducting and “uncanny control” and has compared the CYSO Symphony
Orchestra's"ferocity and theatricality"to that of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

As of his appointment as Music Director of the Chicago Composers Orchestra, Chicago
Magazine reflected on his “well-respected” conducting tenure in Chicago and advocacy
of contemporary music, and he was recently praised by the Chicago Classical Review
for leading the orchestra to perform with the “cohesion of a long-established chamber
group.”

About CCO
The Chicago Composers Orchestra presents music by living composers, extending the
orchestral tradition to be open and vibrant, to speak to contemporary life and bring
diverse people together.

We envision the orchestra as a powerful vehicle for contemporary music, filled with
energy and purpose for composers, performers, listeners, and their communities.

About Homeroom
Homeroom designs artistic projects and programs with two core values: conversation
and collaboration. We build programming structures with artists, audiences, curators
and venues to create an artistic dialogue with shared and far-reaching impact.

Homeroom promotes artistic experimentation and growth by liberating artists from the
financial and artistic constraints imposed by traditional institutional and commercial
channels.

https://www.chicagocomposersorchestra.org/
http://homeroomchicago.org/


About Spudnik Press
Spudnik Press Cooperative is a community-based art center located in a
warehouse-turned-arts hub in West Town, Chicago. Unique in its dedication to
printmaking and the cultural traditions surrounding print, our studio houses professional
facilities and rare equipment for a wide variety of traditional print processes and fine art
publishing. Our 4800 sq.ft. studio includes shared work space, private studios and
mixed-use spaces for exhibitions, classes and community events.

Pre-order Your Ten x Ten Album!
All ten compositions will be included on a 12" vinyl record, along
with a booklet with images of the 10 commissioned screen
prints. To be completed and available for delivery in 2022:
Pre-order here to save $10 off the release price.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Saturday January 22: Nature | Human
Ganz Hall @ 430 S Michigan, 7:00pm

A critique of the human impact on the natural world, a melding
of the classical-music artform with unconventional musical
objects, and a celebration of our environment. Featuring Beyond
This Point percussion collective. Nature | Human also features
the final two commissions from CCO’s Ten x Ten project,
co-presented with Homeroom Chicago and Spudnik Press.

Saturday May 18: Excess | Twilight
Hairpin Arts Center @ 2810 N Milwaukee Ave, 7:00pm

A genre-defying adventure into the orchestra as sound-art. How
can orchestral sound become the material for artistic
exploration? Find out how sound artists reinvent what the
orchestral medium can mean.

https://www.spudnikpress.org/about/
http://homeroomchicago.org/store/10x10-2021-pre-sales
https://www.chicagocomposersorchestra.org/events/nature-human
https://www.chicagocomposersorchestra.org/events/excess-twilight


Support
Thanks to you, we are able to bring orchestral music by living composers to the Chicago community. The
CCO is a non-profit 501(c)3 charitable organization. Support the CCO with a tax deductible at
chicagocomposersorchestra.org.

$5,000+
The MacArthur Funds for Arts and
Culture at the Driehaus Foundation

Arts Work Fund – Arts for Illinois
Emergency Relief Fund

$1,000-$4,999
Aaron Copland Fund for Music
The Alice M. Ditson Fund
Brandon Harrington
The Illinois Arts Council
Jayne Swanson
Lesley Swanson
Randall West

$500-$999
Shaun Flynn
Katherine Griem
Kathleen Guarna
Paul Johnson
Daniel Lory
Gregory Nigosian

$250-$499
Seth Boustead
Cynthia Cheski
Geoffrey Lory
Josette Lory
Paul Marusek
Bruce Oltman
Zana Tran and Aaron Silberstein
Becki & Debu Tripathy

$150-$249
Facebook Matching Gift
Deb DeVoe
Mark Ferguson
Mathew Gugliuzza
Jane Heron
Daniel Jarzynski
Wayne Kumingo and Michael
LaFauce

Charles Macko
Scott Scharf
Allyson Swanson
Allen Tinkham
Stephen Todd

$100-$149
Benevity
Tom Baxter

$100-$149 (continued)
Nathan Bethell
Joseph Bogdan
Matthew Corso
Susan Kay Doig
Layla and Eva Doss
Geoffrey Fichtl
Derek Fitting
Alena Frey
Kathleen Giotta Delano
Marilyn Haberle
Lyle Hamrick Harlow
Laural Harrington
Christine and Glenn Hayes
Janis & Dennis Johnson
AJ Jain-Perkins
Daniel Jares
Dawn Konrady
The Masseur Family
Carol Million
Patricia Motto
Scott Muniz
Michael Putin
Alix Schmidt
Michael Swanson
Paul Wiggin

$50-$99
Anonymous
Stephen Anderson
Marita Bolles
Christine Brandes
Linda Brant
Eric Bremer
Kaitlyn Broyles
Hans DeKok
Lisa Dieter
Daniel Jarzynski
Matt Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Rebecca Jones
Thomas Jude
Emma Liao
Annabel Lucas
Joshua Moses
Connie Noyes
Susan S. Pastin
Michael Patrizio
David Patterson

$50-$99 (continued)
Sarah Plum
Gerald M Rizzer
Elizabeth Shaffer-Velluto
Mike Swanson
Kiku Taura
Alessandro Tenorio-Bucci
Jessica Tovrov
John van Geem
Deanna Varagona
Kelli Whitman
Deborah Wilhelm

$25-$49
Anonymous
Holly Allen
Brian Baxter
Kimberly Benson
Linda Berna
Erica Bittner and Bryan Wakefield
Jamie Bushman
Sarah Christianson
Steve Davis
James Findlay
Melissa Frugé
Katie Gonzalez
Holly Harrington
Richard Harrington
Jennifer Henaghan
M Herbert
Kelsey Herbst
Joan Smith Joan
Cheryl Johnson Odim
Michael Kiatkowski
Aerin Kim
Jimmy Litz
Cyndi Magana
Monica Mason
Helen Nagata
D.P. O'Tierney
Kim Orehek Guild
Bianca Parra
Kimberley Schlechter
Gerald Sharkey
Sara Slawnik
Abbey Springer
Thomas Strack
Gregory Zinkl
Patrick Zylka



Board of Directors
Brandon Harrington, President
Daniel Jarzynski, Treasurer
Kate Guarna, Secretary
Paul Johnson
Derek Fitting

Staff
Randall West, Artistic Director
Allen Tinkham, Music Director

Erica Bittner, Development Director
Lesley Swanson, Operations Director
Sam Pummill, Operations Coordinator

This concert is sponsored by Jayne Swanson.
Interested in sponsoring your favorite section, an upcoming concert, or
CCO’s 2021/22 season? Contact info@chicacocomposersorchestra.org for
details.

Contact

General: info@chicagocomposersorchestra.org
Giving: development@chicagocomposersorchestra.org

Interested in getting involved with CCO? We would love for you to join us
whether as a performer, composer, volunteer, or board member, you name
it!  Email us at info@chicagocomposersorchestra.org.

Want to win free tickets to a future CCO performance? Click here to take
a short audience survey to be entered for a chance to win.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScWrTN4geMpI4OzuaI47--gdNFRZ_sRZnfcIrn2soxR3JL4mw/viewform


Supporting Organizations
We graciously thank these organizations for their generous support:


